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Abstract 
 
In order to tackle unemployment for the at-risk group of mature-age workers displaced by 
industry sector restructuring, exemplary place-based initiatives are needed focusing on a 
selected area of high disadvantage identified by Professor Tony Vinson’s 2015 Jesuit Social 
Services report Dropping off the Edge, with an Australian state government committed to 
supporting the initiative, as that report recommends.  In order to make such a place-based 
initiative exemplary in its outcomes, so that it leads to uptake in other areas of high 
disadvantage, it needs to be thoroughly informed by successful Nordic precedents.  In 
particular, the new Australian place-based initiative needs to be informed by Danish 
regionally-focused large-scale job skills programs involving transition into a proximate sector 
of employment growth; and by Norwegian measures for more even population distribution 
outside capital cities or in particular hard-hit regions within capital cities. An advantage of 
the proposed initiative is that it will also produce measurable results for children in families 
in which neither parent works, whose needs are normally tackled (if at all) by separate policy 
actions in separate tiers or departments of government. Australian children are 
disproportionately disadvantaged by the internationally extreme concentration of joblessness. 
Denmark’s Løntilskud and Virksomhedspraktik job training programs subsidised by 
municipalities and the national government, and supported by Danish trade unions, will be 
discussed in this paper for the positive effects they have for participants, including 
establishing or re-establishing unemployed people’s structured work habits and routines, 
improving their networks along with their social skills, and boosting their confidence. This 
paper will outline in detail the types of features the proposed new Australian place-based 
initiative will require, drawing on and drilling down further into data and analysis presented 
in the author’s recent book: Northern Lights: The Positive Policy Example of Sweden, 
Finland, Denmark and Norway. 
 
 
  
  
 
In order to tackle unemployment in Australia for the at-risk group of mature-age workers 
displaced by industry sector restructuring, exemplary place-based initiatives are needed 
focusing on selected areas of high disadvantage, with Australian state governments 
committed to supporting those initiatives.  This approach has been recommended in 
association with – and the areas in greatest need have been graphically identified in – a 2015 
Jesuit Social Services report entitled Dropping off the Edge (Vinson et al., 2015).  The report 
highlights the importance of crucial new community strengthening measures to be undertaken 
in places of locational disadvantage to reduce rising inequality in Australia.  Mature-age 
unemployment and place-based disadvantage are not identical phenomena; but they overlap 
considerably.  
 
In order to make such a place-based initiative exemplary in its outcomes, so that it leads to 
uptake in other areas of high disadvantage, it needs to be thoroughly informed by successful 
Nordic precedents.  In particular, new Australian place-based initiatives need to be informed 
by Danish regionally-focused large scale job skills programs involving transition into a 
proximate sector of employment growth.  Despite some demographic and policy differences 
Denmark is a suitable comparator for Australia (see further Scott, 2014, pp. 1-3). 
 
Denmark’s unemployment rate was higher than Australia’s in only one of the 18 years from 
1991 to 2008 inclusive (OECD, 2001, Table 2.14; OECD, 2013, Statistical Annex, Table A).  
Denmark’s provision of generous unemployment benefits for those who had lost a previous 
job, and its high investment in substantial and effective Active Labour Market Programs 
(ALMPs), and quality training, helped unemployed people gain new skills for new jobs, 
during the upswing from the early 1990s recession, until the effects of the Global Financial 
Crisis were felt in 2009, much better than did Australia, with its non-investment in ALMPs, 
over the same period.  Further, Denmark cut the numbers and proportions of people out of 
work for twelve months or more, much more than did Australia in the decade following the 
international economic recession of the early 1990s.  Denmark did this by keeping the 
ALMPs, which it initiated after the onset of that recession, going: rather than dismantling 
them before they could even produce positive effects, which is what Australia did. The 
following Table makes the results of this clear:  
 
  
  
 
Table 1: Long-term unemployment rate as a total proportion of unemployed (%)  
    
Year Australia Denmark 
1991 24 32 
1992 33 27 
1993 37 25 
1994 36 32 
1995 32 28 
1996 29 27 
1997 31 27 
1998 33 27 
1999 31 20 
2000 28 22 
2001 24 20 
2002 22 19 
 
(Source: OECD, 2015)  
 
Denmark also has one of the Western world’s highest rates of ‘older’ people who are still in 
paid work. Labour force participation rates in Denmark in general – and for ‘prime-age’ 
persons, i.e. those aged 25 to 54 – have long been very much higher than the rates in 
Australia (OECD 2001, Table 2.2 and OECD, various years, Statistical Annex, Table C).  
There are practical policy lessons which Australia can learn and apply from Denmark’s 
experience to help unemployed people gain new skills for new jobs. 
 
Recent Australian Bureau of Statistics figures confirm the importance of now considering 
new options to ensure adaptation by the many mature-aged workers from car-making 
companies and elsewhere who are losing their jobs, by: increasing the unemployment benefit, 
abolishing work for the dole and replacing it with quality, Danish-style skills retraining and 
job creation programs. 
 
During 2015 the number of long-term unemployed people in Australia has risen to its highest 
level in 16 years. The number in August 2015 of 176 300 was the highest since September 
  
 
1999.  More than 44 000 extra people have joined the ranks of the long-term unemployed 
since the Liberal/National Party Government came to office in the national election of 
September 2013 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 17 September, 2015). 
 
Writing on these and related trends earlier this year journalist Matt Wade noted that they are 
 
taking a growing toll on Australia's collective wellbeing…Long-term unemployment exacts a 
terrible human cost. Study after study has shown those who have been out of work for a year or 
more tend to become socially isolated, and at much greater risk of mental illness, heart disease 
and many other health problems.  
 
Tony Nicholson, the executive director of welfare agency the Brotherhood of St Laurence, says 
economic change, especially the growing importance of knowledge jobs, has created a 
structural long-term unemployment problem.  "We are not just talking about the cyclical 
unemployment we might have seen in previous decades," he said.  "In the economy's transition 
to being more based on the services and knowledge industries, we are generating new jobs but 
they are not picking up the unemployed. The new jobs being generated privilege people with 
skills, qualifications and experience" (Wade, ‘Need to solve the big problem…’, 6 June, 2015). 
 
In addition, Wade wrote then how: 
 
…older workers tend to remain out of work longer than younger people…a quarter of those 
aged 45 to 64 remained unemployed for more than a year, compared with only 15 per cent of 
people aged under 44 
 
and he emphasised the 
 
spatial disparity to long-term unemployment, with some outer urban areas and regional 
communities disproportionately affected. 
 
"If you don't live on the outskirts of our major cities or in our regional centres you don't 
encounter this on a day-to-day basis," says Nicholson. "But if you do get into those regions it 
stares you in the face…we are going to find whole cohorts of people, and whole regions, where 
there are large numbers of unemployed who have mainstream aspirations that they can't 
achieve" (Wade, ‘Need to solve the big problem…’, 6 June, 2015). 
 
Another journalist, Rachel Browne, reported then that “People aged over 50 comprise more 
than a third of the long-term unemployed and one-quarter of Newstart recipients” (Browne, 6 
June, 2015).  Economics Editor of The Age newspaper, Peter Martin has since reported that: 
  
More than seven out of 10 Australians on unemployment benefits have been out of work for more 
than a year. The total is a big jump from six out of 10 three years ago. 
 
The Australian Council of Social Service…obtained the figure from Centrelink data… 
  
 
 
In August 538,900 Newstart recipients were so-called long-term unemployed, up from 498,290 in 
August 2014. Three years ago in August 2012 only 352,850 Newstart recipients had been out of 
work for more than a year (Martin, 27 September, 2015). 
  
Bill Mitchell, Professor of Economics at the University of Newcastle points out that in 
Australia “We've now got upwards of 15 per cent of our available labour force not working in 
one way or another, either unemployment or under-employment” (McGrath, 13 August, 
2015). 
 
It is therefore now urgent that both major political parties nationally focus seriously on 
unemployment including the problem of mature-age unemployment.  New policy ideas and 
proposals are needed drawing on successful Danish approaches, in order to reduce intractable 
concentrations of long-term unemployment in hard-hit regions.  It is essential for the 
Australian economy to help displaced workers gain new skills to transition into different jobs 
so that they do not leave the workforce altogether for the long term. 
 
In discussing the future of employment we must not be so pessimistic as to feel that we have 
gone so far down a path of insecure low-paid work that we cannot change to go in a different 
direction. 
 
An exemplary place-based initiative or initiatives in Australia can also be informed by 
Norwegian measures for more even population distribution outside capital cities or in 
particular hard-hit regions within capital cities (see further Scott, 2015). 
 
Dennis Glover’s important new book (Glover, 2015) describes vividly the history of decline 
in one of the most disadvantaged places identified now by Vinson, and how changes in 
employment have been central to that decline.  Glover’s analysis could be misinterpreted as 
suggesting that male-defined skills in traditional heavy industry are the only ‘real’ jobs – but 
that is not in fact what he argues.  Many migrant women – as well as many middle-age men – 
have been adversely affected by manufacturing job losses in Australia. 
 
Part of the agenda for the future of work must be to challenge gendered notions of skill, to 
value more the skills of those who work in caring occupations and to see other skills which 
  
 
are not yet even properly conceptualised – let alone recognised or paid – become formalised 
as skills, as part of Australia choosing to be a more high-wage, and more high-skill, nation. 
 
An advantage of the proposed exemplary place-based initiative is that it will also produce 
measurable results for children in families hit by joblessness, i.e. in which neither parent 
works. These children’s needs are normally tackled (if at all) by separate policy actions in 
separate tiers or departments of government. Australian children are disproportionately 
disadvantaged by an internationally extreme concentration of joblessness double that in 
Scandinavia (see Scott, 2014, pp. 86-87).  
 
Joblessness is a major cause of child poverty as well as of inequality.  As the new Vinson 
report reiterates, high unemployment, joblessness and socio-economic disadvantage mean 
higher child poverty and maltreatment, higher rates of domestic violence, more people in 
prison, sapping our economy and society – particularly in places especially disadvantaged.  
These places include Doveton, in Melbourne’s outer south-eastern suburbs whose decline 
with the fortunes of Australia’s car manufacturing industry Glover discusses in detail; and 
Corio, next to Deakin University’s foundation and its continuing two Geelong campuses, 
afflicted by rising poverty.  The recent negative Australian unemployment trends come on the 
eve of threats of further major job losses as regions like Geelong brace for the complete 
close-down of Australia’s car industry. 
 
The member for the House of Representatives electorate of Corio in the years from 1940 to 
1949 was John Dedman.  He was a major figure in the Labor-led Reconstruction period 
following World War Two, a period recently very comprehensively analysed by Stuart 
Macintyre.  One policy dimension of Post-War Reconstruction which has been little 
remembered was regional planning.  As Macintyre writes, another key Post-War 
Reconstruction figure, ‘Nugget’ “Coombs, who had spent much of his early life in country 
towns, was sympathetic" to that policy. “The Commonwealth promoted regional planning to 
facilitate a balanced and integrated development” and “William McKell, the [New South 
Wales] premier, was [also] an apostle of decentralisation” in this era of “Labor's…nation-
building ambition” (Macintyre, pp. 192, 414, 423).  
 
In the Post-War Reconstruction era ‘Nugget’ Coombs also showed interest in Scandinavian 
policy approaches (Scott, 2014, p. 26).  A compelling reason why such interest needs to be 
  
 
reactivated today is the case of the city of Odense in southern Denmark, where – when 8000 
direct and indirect jobs were lost in 2012 with the closure of the Lindø shipyard – the policy 
response taken by the Danish Government was supportive of the workers’ futures. Actions 
were taken to preserve many of the employees’ skills in that local region by redirecting those 
into the development of large-scale renewable energy projects. In Denmark when jobs were 
lost in shipbuilding the skills of those workers were re-employed there on those premises in 
that local region with the development of large-scale renewable energy projects.  The Danish 
shipyard workers’ skills kept being used.  They were not discarded. They were not 
abandoned.  Jobs and production are continuing on those premises now (for details see: Lindø 
Offshore Renewable Centre) in contrast to the derelict position of many of Australia’s former 
industrial heartlands like Doveton and now, potentially even more if inaction persists, in 
Corio. 
 
The Danish approach contrasts with a harsh dismissive attitude now being taken by the 
national government in Australia.  Australian governments need to make serious detailed 
commitments for the transition and skills retraining of workers who are being displaced. 
 
In terms of existing Australian policy responses, the last (2014) national Budget announced 
that “The government will…overhaul the existing $1.2 billion wage subsidy scheme designed 
to assist a broader range of job seekers. Older workers who have been out of the workforce 
for an extended period will be targeted by the changes. Under the more flexible scheme, 
employers who hire a job seeker aged over 50 will be eligible for a $10,000 subsidy over 12 
months” (Wade, ‘Job crisis’, 2015).  The current national Government has also announced a 
155 million dollar Growth Fund for workers affected by the closure of automotive 
manufacturing (Macfarlane, 6 May, 2014).  These measures however are quite inadequate 
and very small in scale compared with the Danish approaches.  The report on the first year of 
the Restart wage subsidy measure indicates that only 1700 people have benefited from it out 
of the intended 32 000: i.e. it has fallen an astonishing 95 per cent short of target (Gartrell, 8 
November, 2015).  This indicates that it is too minimal or token a wage subsidy to make a 
difference and that it therefore needs to be reviewed and expanded to become more effective. 
 
The Lindø regeneration project provides an imaginative example of great interest for the 
future – and for the possible transition – of Victoria’s La Trobe Valley, and other parts of 
Australia which have traditionally produced energy from non-renewable resources, such as 
  
 
the coal-mining centres of the Hunter Valley in New South Wales. There is no reason why 
the engineering and other skills previously used to manufacture cars in Australia could not be 
adapted, for instance, towards the manufacture and operation of more wind turbines.  The 
former Abbott Government’s obstinacy against wind energy has prevented workers 
threatened by job loss from transitioning into new jobs in wind power, but there remains 
enormous further employment potential there. There are also possibilities for building up in 
Australia the manufacturing needed for biomass, geothermal and other forms of renewable 
energy. 
 
The most obvious proximate sector of employment growth for Australia – to parallel 
Denmark’s pursuit of wind power – is solar power.  Australia may not have the natural 
advantages of abundant wind in as many places as Denmark does, which has made Denmark 
well-known for its massive and successful investment in wind turbines including to re-
employ displaced former shipbuilding workers.  However, Australia does have a much 
greater natural advantage of sunlight than most countries, including some countries which 
have already developed solar power far more extensively. 
 
New international reports identify that solar photovoltaics (PV) will provide 9.7 million jobs 
around the world by 2030, equal to the amount of coal jobs today (Greenpeace International, 
2015, p. 15). 
  
There have been a number of positive developments in Australia towards being part of this 
employment growth.  One is the national Labor Opposition’s promise in the lead-up to its 
mid-year National Conference to commit to dramatically boosting generation of renewable 
energy to provide half of all Australia’s energy by 2030, thereby matching the targets of 
Denmark, Norway and Sweden (Glenday, 22 July, 2015).  This is a welcome goal – not only 
because it is environmentally responsible and because it will go some way towards making 
Australia a better global citizen: but also because it will create jobs.  
 
Related to this, all political parties now need to discuss the equitable raising of more revenue 
to fund the investment in skills retraining programs which are needed to help Australia’s 
displaced steel and car industry and shipbuilding workers to move into new areas like 
renewable energy. 
 
  
 
The Victorian State Labor Government, meanwhile, has embarked on a program which 
emphasises the employment benefits of further embracing renewable energy.  It has declared 
that “Growing the share of renewable energy in Victoria is a key part of the Government’s 
strategy to create jobs, particularly in rural and regional Victoria…with a focus on” 
responding to “the reduction in employment occurring in areas such as automotive 
manufacturing. Renewable energy projects offer opportunities for job creation in a range of 
fields and skill types”.  The government of that State has proclaimed the “growth of 
renewable energy in Victoria” as “vital” in order “to achieve sustainable jobs” and it has 
committed to “a multi-faceted approach to facilitate the creation of clean energy jobs” which 
already includes a “New Energy Jobs Fund of $20 million” (D’Ambrosio, pp. 7, 2, 5). 
 
Another positive development is that 
 
Australia will get up to 10 new large solar power stations as part of an unprecedented $350 
million tie-up between two major government renewable energy agencies.  As part of a new 
funding round the Australian Renewable Energy Agency [ARENA] and the Clean Energy 
Finance Corporation [CEFC] will collaborate to offer, respectively, grants and loans to get 
major solar projects off the ground to feed into the energy grid…ARENA will offer grants of 
up to $30 million as part of its $100 million programme while the CEFC will roll out a 
complementary $250 million large-scale solar financing programme.  
 
a central aim of the funding…[is] to bring down the cost of large-scale solar projects so that 
solar achieve[s]… cost parity with wind energy by 2020…the focus on solar for this funding 
round reflect[s]… the numerous projects on the drawing board and targeting large scale 
projects would correct a previous focus on rooftop solar.   
 
…Both agencies have supported existing projects. AGL's project at Broken Hill and Nyngan 
(supported by ARENA) is already grid-connected at Nyngan and generating electricity. The 56 
MW Moree Solar farm (supported by both the CEFC and ARENA) is expected to come on line 
early next year. 
 
Together the two projects will have 2.2 million panels and power 65,000 homes when fully 
operational (Dunckley, 9 September, 2015). 
 
The Co-director of the Centre for Energy and Environmental Markets at UNSW points out 
that Australia is 
 
compared to the rest of the world…At the end of 2014…ninth for total installed solar PV 
capacity (including large and small) and seventh in terms of capacity additions in that year.  
However, some 85% of our installed solar capacity is residential. By comparison, the US and 
Asia are predominantly large-scale solar markets and even Europe is only around two-thirds 
small-scale distributed solar. 
 
  
 
In terms of large-scale utility solar, Australia isn’t [currently]…in the top 20 countries…[but] 
we have excellent opportunities for large-scale solar…[because in addition to] an excellent 
solar resource…[we have] plentiful land by comparison with many other countries (MacGill, 
11 September, 2015, emphasis added). 
 
Construction is also now underway on Australia's largest solar and battery storage project to 
date, at the Sandfire Resources DeGrussa copper mine in Western Australia, supported by 
both the CEFC and ARENA (Dunckley, 9 September, 2015).  Researchers from Curtin 
University’s Sustainability Policy Institute point to the further expansionary potential of solar 
power storage:   
 
Australia has 1.4 million solar rooftops. But it is with the addition of battery storage that energy 
grids will really be revolutionised. Australia has been quietly but dramatically embracing solar 
energy…In just a few years more than 190,000 Perth households have put solar panels on their 
rooftops – that is one in five homes or 490 megawatts of power, making these rooftops 
effectively the city’s biggest power station…Few places in the world have adopted solar energy 
at such a rate.  But the uptake in solar power is set to receive another burst of acceleration, as 
the combination of solar panels with storage batteries becomes cost-effective and enters the 
mainstream…solar cells, combined with lithium ion phosphate battery storage…[are] about to 
become cheaper than the standard residential tariff for electricity customers on Western 
Australia’s main energy network. 
 
This means that we are likely to see more and more households and businesses switching to 
renewable energy. This is happening particularly quickly in Perth and also nationally, with 
Morgan Stanley predicting that 2.4 million houses on the National Electricity Market (NEM) 
will install batteries by 2030. 
 
Such is the pace of development in Perth that the city could become a global centre for such 
green innovation, largely because Perth has some 300 days a year without clouds, providing 
double the solar radiance of places like Germany. In a fossil-fuel free future, this will be a 
major resource.  Retail electricity is more expensive here than in many places, such as the 
United States and Europe. This means that the point at which solar-battery storage becomes 
viable will arrive sooner (Green, Byrne and Newman, 16 September, 2015).  
 
These developments are part of the process by which Australia can now successfully boost 
mature-age workforce participation and cut long-term unemployment, by providing quality 
jobs skills programs for retrenched workers such as those affected by the pending closure of 
Australia’s car manufacturing industry, to make a difference in Corio, Doveton and in other 
hard-hit centres and regions. 
  
Among Danish precedents which Australia can draw from to do this successfully are the 
Løntilskud and Virksomhedspraktik job training programs subsidised by municipalities and 
the national government, and supported by Danish trade unions.  These have positive effects 
for participants, including establishing or re-establishing unemployed people’s structured 
  
 
work habits and routines, improving their networks along with their social skills, and 
boosting their confidence. 
 
They range in length from four weeks to six months (with a possible extension to twelve 
months), and are regulated by the Danish Agency for Labour Market and Recruitment as 
work experience or internship type opportunities. 
 
Stuart Macintyre's new book reminds us, above all, of the crucial role which Ben Chifley's 
government played in drawing in a number of remarkable intellectuals to help plan Post-War 
Reconstruction in the 1940s. They were practical visionaries. As Macintyre writes: “Chifley 
was not anti-intellectual but he expected intellectuals to possess the robust earthiness that 
drew him to Coombs”. Further, “Chifley gave Coombs a free hand in recruiting the staff of 
his Department and resisted criticism of their academic backgrounds.  Some were drawn into 
the circle with whom he talked over policy matters”.  He appreciated their talent and enjoyed 
their company (Macintyre, p. 145).  
 
The 1940s Labor government outlined explicitly how it was “planning, using the wisdom of 
the best thinkers…in close and daily contact with the everyday day lives of the people in 
field, factory and workshop”. Macintyre writes how there was “mistrust of the middle-class 
intellectuals who were planning reconstruction. It was Chifley who translated their plans into 
the idiom of labour ideology, adapted them to the party's objectives and use them to extend 
its policy repertoire” (Macintyre,  pp. 156, 472). 
 
Further, with its emphasis above all on achieving full employment, “The post-war settlement 
reconciled capitalism with democracy…The result in Australia was a belated vindication of 
Chifley's prediction of a golden age.  He, more than anyone else, made it possible with his 
belief that a country should not be left at the mercy of market forces, and his conviction that 
it was possible to plan an economy and make it serve social objectives.  While rejected by the 
voters in 1949, he set terms of political legitimacy that lasted until the 1980s”: which became, 
by contrast with the 1940s, “a decade of removing government from the operation of the 
market” under Bob Hawke and Paul Keating.  Macintyre thus clearly and negatively contrasts 
the Hawke/Keating governments’ deregulatory economic policies with Chifley's Post-War 
Reconstruction project (Macintyre, p. 476).  Today’s Labor Party needs to enlarge its 
horizons and again draw in thinkers as Chifley did – and other policy-makers need to do 
  
 
likewise– if we are to effectively confront the problem of today’s entrenched and escalating 
problem of long-term unemployment in Australia. 
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